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Abstract— Researchers have been fascinated in FAQ (Frequently
Asked Questions) management systems in recent years. These
systems have reduced the cost of supporting productions. The
goal of this research is to implement a Persian FAQ generator in
PC domain based on ontology. There are several steps for
implementation. First, all slangs are converted into formal
Persian phrases. Second, our proposed similarity method
measures similarity between questions. After creating question
similarity matrix, similar questions are gathered in the same
clusters. FAQ lists are created based on clusters which have the
most number of members. Evaluations indicates that our
proposed similarity matrix generates the best results in
comparison with Lin, MCS, and LSA matrices. Moreover, our
proposed clustering method provides better results compared to
hierarchical complete-linkage, hierarchical single-linkage, and
Kmeans methods.

create FAQ lists, we introduced new clustering method based
on Kmeans. We expanded Lee’s sentence similarity measure
[9] to work for our domain ontology.

Keywords; Frequently Asked Questions; Ontology; Clustering;
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Sense level measures for semantic similarity are mostly
based on lexical resources. These measures have often viewed
lexical resources as semantic and then used the structural
properties of these networks in order to compute semantic
similarity [14]. Wordnet [12] has an important role in semantic
similarity between words. A comprehensive Wordnet-based
measures is provided in [2]. In addition to Wordnet, other
resources such as Wikipedia have played an important role in
semantic measurement [3], [4].

I.

INTRODUCTION

1

FAQ management systems have attracted a great attention
in last decades. Nowadays, customer satisfaction and product
support is the highest priority for manufacturers. They spend a
lot of time and money for training assistants to support their
products. Therefore, the so-called Frequently Asked Questions
systems were developed that stored users’ asked questions.
Every user could read questions and find the answer relating to
his problem. However, that was a hard work reading all the
questions without any search tools. Then, a search tool added
to these lists but the problem was retrieving irrelevant answers.
Most FAQ sites, however, provide no effective mechanisms to
assist the user, who either has to pan through a long list of
FAQs or has to rely on the use of the rudimentary keyword
method to find relevant questions and answers [21]. Hence, the
need for an automated FAQ management system increased
significantly. Current systems use semantic methods to
increase retrieving accuracy. These methods help users to enter
their query in natural language and omit searching throughout
all questions in the database.
Implementing a FAQ system requires two main tasks: 1)
Creating FAQ lists 2) Retrieving related answers. We built
domain ontology to help define domain vocabulary. In order to
1

Frequently Asked Questions

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes related works on FAQ lists. Section 3 explains the p.
Section 4 reports the system evaluations, and Section 5
concludes the work. The Personal Computer (PC) domain is
chosen as the target application of our FAQ system and will be
used for any processing.
II.

RELATED WORKS

There are three different techniques for semantic similarity
measurement according to the linguistic level they can be
applied to: sense, word, and text level.

The most attracting technique in the last decade is wordlevel similarity. There are two groups of word-level measures:
distributional and lexical resource-based. A recent branch of
distributional models uses neural networks to directly learn the
context of a word [1]. In addition, lexical resource-based
methods sometimes use words’ closest senses to measure
semantic similarity. Large collaborative datasets such as
Wikipedia have been used in [19]. Lee’s proposed two-phase
algorithm [9] evaluates the semantic similarity for two or more
sentences via a semantic vector space. The first phase built
part-of-speech (POS) based subspaces by the raw data, and the
latter carried out a cosine evaluation and adopted the WordNet
ontology to construct the semantic vectors. Unlike other related
researches that focused only on short sentences, Lee’s
algorithm is applicable to short (4–5 words), medium (8–12
words), and even long sentences (over 12 words) [9].
Third level is text-level techniques which can be grouped
into two categories: (1) Those that view a text as a combination
of words and calculate the similarity of two texts by
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aggregating the similarities of word pairs across the two texts,
and (2) those that model a text as a whole and calculate the
similarity of two texts by comparing its two models obtained.
The methods in the first category usually calculate individual
similarity values using large text corpora [8]. The second
category computes the similarity of texts by comparing their
corresponding vector [17].
III.

We have two sentences A and B in the form of word sets:

PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed FAQ management system consists of two
main phases. First, we calculate similarity score between
questions and generate similarity matrix. Second, the proposed
clustering method exploits FAQ lists based on similarity
matrix. Fig. 1 shows the proposed system architecture. It is
worth to explain some key points about the PC domain
ontology, firstly.
A. Domain ontology
The concept of ontology in artificial intelligence refers to
knowledge representation for domain-specific contents [5]. It is
an important part of semantic based systems that supports
knowledge sharing in developing intelligent systems. We
outlined a procedure for developing ontology based on [20]. By
following the steps, we developed a PC domain ontology using
Protégé 2000 [13] as the fundamental part of our system. Fig. 2
shows the components of the ontology taxonomy. In this
figure, PC concepts are classes and their parent–child
relationships are donated by links, which indicate inheritance
of features from parent classes to child classes.
B. Sentence similarity measurement
In this step, we calculate semantic similarity between
questions. First of all, we need a measurement method.
Although, Lee’s algorithm works well for long sentences, it
only breaks sentences into noun phrases and verb phrases and it
cannot distinguish between the specific domain phrases and
other noun phrases. So, in order to get better results Lee’s
algorithm needs to be adapted for our domain as follows.

Figure 1. System Architecture

SEN A = {S _ VA , S _ N A , S _ C A }

(1)

SEN B = {S _ VB , S _ N B , S _ CB }

(2)

where S_VA is the verb set of sentence A, S_NA is the noun set
of sentence A, and S_CA is our domain words set of sentence
A. In the next step, we calculate verb vector (VV) of verbs
corresponding to the base space (S_VA U S_VB). We repeat
this procedure for S_N and S_C as follows.

NVSEN _ A = NVSEN _ B = S _ N A ∪ S _ N B

Figure 2. Components of PC domain ontology
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VVSEN _ A = VVSEN _ B = S _ VA ∪ S _ VB

(4)

CVSEN _ A = CVSEN _ B = S _ C A ∪ S _ VB

(5)

where NVSEN_A is the vector space of verbs in sentence A.
VVSEN_A and CVSEN_A are the vector spaces of nouns and PC
domain words in sentence A. The Noun Semantic Space (base
space), and the Verb Semantic Space (base space) and Our PC
domain Semantic Space are defined as the union of nouns in
SENA and SENB, and the union of verbs in SENA and SENB
and the union of domain words in SENA and SENB,
respectively. The Wu & Palmer similarity measure [18] has
become accepted as a standard for measuring similarity in
lexical taxonomies. We adopt the Wu & Palmer similarity
measurement to determine the similarity between two words.
The formula is as follows:

Then, we need to compute cosine angle of VV and NV and
CV of the sentences, which are called Verb Cosine (VC) and
Noun Cosine (NC) and Component Cosine (CC). We use
traditional cosine measurement which is formulated as follows.

NC A, B

( DPath _ Length (WORDA , H l ) +

(D

Path _ Length

(WORDB , H l ) + 2 × DEPTH ( H l ) )

(6)
−1

where Hl is the depth of the lowest shared hypernym of
WORDA and WORDB. DEPTH(Hi) is the level of Hl in the
Wordnet semantic tree. DPath_Length(WORDA,Hl) is the semantic
distance (number of hops) form Hl to WORDA.
DPath_Length(WORDB,Hl) is the semantic distance (number of
hops) form Hl to WORDB. Each word is compared to the base
space to obtain the value of each field via formula (6).
In the next step, we calculate NV, VV, and CV for both
sentences A and B.

2
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(11)

(12)

S _ N A ∪S _ NB

NVSEN _ A = MAX k =1
i

( Similarity (Word

, NOUN _ BASEk ) )
A

(7)

S _ VA ∪ S _ VB

VVSEN _ Ai = MAX k =1

( Similarity (Word
CVSEN _ Ai = MAX

A , VERB _ BASEk ) )

S _ C A ∪ S _ CB
k =1

( Similarity (Word

A , COMPONENT _ BASEk ) )

(8)

Finally, we have three cosine measures (NC, VC and CC),
and we need to combine them into an integrated score. The
weights of NC, VC and CC are adjusted using coefficients α
and β, which are determined by the users manually and via the
experiment.

Similarity A, B =∝ × NC A, B +

(13)

β × VC A, B + (1− ∝ − β ) × CC A, B
(9)

where NVSEN_Ai denotes the value of NV of SENA in field i,
and VVSEN_Ai and CVSEN_Ai denotes the values of VV of SENA
in field i and CV of SENA in field i, respectively.

There are two constraints for α and β:

α , β ∈ [0,1]
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(∝ + β ) < 1

divided into two parts. First, evaluations on sentence similarity
measure and Second, new clustering method evaluation.

Now, we can create similarity matrices using semantic
similarity scores of questions and then, cluster similar
questions.

A. Sentence Similarity Measurement Evaluation
For this purpose, as mentioned before, we used 200
questions and answers of Gerdoo web forum. We generated
similarity matrix using our similarity method and this matrix
was given to Kmeans, Hierarchical Single-Linkage, and
Hierarchical Complete-Linkage methods. Meanwhile, we
generated similarity matrices using Lin [10], MCS [11], and
LSA 3 method and used those three clustering algorithms to
cluster them.

C. Exploiting FAQ list
The purpose of this step is exploiting FAQ list. Those
questions which have been asked more frequent than others
must be clustered together. For this purpose, we can use
classification and clustering methods. Kmeans is a common
method for clustering questions. But, Kmeans needs final
number of clusters before the algorithm starts. We don’t have
the number of final clusters. If the initial number of clusters is
too high, we may lose similar questions and if the number is
too low, there are question which are not similar but in the
same clusters. Therefore, we need to modify Kmeans method
to work for our problem.
The modified Kmeans method is explained below.
1) Step 1: Calculate similarity score of each question with
other questions and determine similar questions
2) Step 2: Create clusters for questions which have similar
members more than a constant C. Center can be selected
randomly.
3) Step 3: Sort clusters using the number of their members
in descending.
4) Step 4: Omit members that belong to more than one
cluster.
5) Step 5: Calculate similarity score of each question
except cluster center with centers of other clusters.
6) Step 6: If similarity score is higher than constant S, add
question to the cluster which have the higher value. Otherwise,
create new cluster with that question as the center of cluster.
7) Step 7: Calculate Similarity score with other questions
in the same cluster and select the member that has the highest
value for similarity as new center.
8) Step 8: If at least one of centers has changed, then go to
step 5. Otherwise, choose clusters which have members more
than constant R as frequently asked questions.
Two questions are similar, if similarity value of them is
higher than S. S is given to the algorithm manually. The higher
threshold value for S, the more similar of the two questions
would be. In this research, S = 0.7 was found to generate better
results.
IV.

Evaluation of the similarity methods was done by clustering
quality methods such as Silhouette [15], Davies-Bouldin [6],
Calinski-Harabasz [22], R-Squared [7], and HomogeneitySeparation [16]. We used CVAP 3.7 4 in Matlab to compute
their values.
The outcomes of these algorithms are provided in tables I to
III. In Silhouette method, higher values for S (Silhouette value)
show better results. As can be seen, our similarity matrix
generates better values in comparison with other three
algorithms. In Davies-Bouldin method, lower values for DB
(Davies-Bouldin value) show better results of algorithm and
our similarity matrix generates the best results. In CalinskiHarabasz and R-Squared methods higher outputs are better that
our matrix provides the best values. In HomogeneitySeparation method, lower value for Homogeneity and higher
value for Separation show better clustering quality. Our
similarity method generates the best values for both Ho
(Homogeneity value) and Se (Separation value) in CompleteLinkage algorithm. In Kmeans and Single-Linkage algorithms,
we have the best value for Homogeneity but Lin matrix
generates better in Separation.

TABLE I.

Input matrices for clustering
Our Matrix

S
DB
CH
R
Ho
Se

Lin

MCS

0.16842
1.1428
3.1907
0.94131
0.99774
1.3488

0.16526
3.8571
4.41
0.8928
0.93228
1.2663

LSA

0.19404
1.1603
3.4482
0.88311
0.98122
1.3746

CLUSTERING QULALITY OF KMEANS

Input matrices for clustering

SYSTEM EVALUATIONS

Our Matrix

S
DB
CH
R
Ho
Se

3

www.gerdoo.net

0.3643
0.62724
9.73
0.9706
0.9058
1.5385
TABLE II.

The proposed system was developed using Microsoft
Visual Studio 2013 (C#.Net) and Matlab 8.1 (R2013a). There
is no standard database for frequently asked questions in
Persian. Therefore, the questions and answers in an online web
forum called Gerdoo2 were used. A set of 200 Q/As pairs was
selected randomly for the evaluation. The evaluations are

2

CLUSTERING QUALITY OF HIERARCHICAL COMPLETELINKAGE

4

0.53788
0.22383
9.465
0.97934
1.1182
1.5018

Lin

MCS

0.48167
0.35241
4.0128
0.93487
1.0803
1.3325

0.43397
0.3306
8.8119
0.98366
1.1606
1.2501

LSA

0.50126
0.45585
4.2765
0.9419
1.0846
1.3524

Latent Semantic Analysis
www.cvap.com
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TABLE III.

CLUSTERING QUALITY OF HIERARCHICAL SINGLE-SLINKAGE

TABLE VII.

Input matrices for clustering
Our Matrix

S
DB
CH
R
Ho
Se

0.5959
0.27205
8.839
0.96378
1.568
1.4878

Lin

MCS

0.43257
0.43696
2.4486
0.94118
1.0925
1.3462

0.45346
0.50521
3.8791
0.92055
1.1497
1.2507

LSA

0.36078
0.3704
2.4503
0.86437
1.124
1.3949

B. Evaluation of Clustering Method
In the second evaluation method, we needed to compare
our clustering method with other common methods. For this
purpose, we compared it with Hierarchical methods (both
Complete-Linkage and Single Linkage) and Kmeans. First, our
similarity matrix, Lin matrix, LSA matrix, and MCS matrix
that we computed in the last section were fed as inputs to the
clustering methods and then, we compare the clustering
qualities using methods such as Silhouette, Davies-Bouldin, RSquared, Calinski-Harabasz, and Homogeneity-Separation.
Table IV shows the results of the clustering algorithms
using our similarity matrix as input. As can be seen from Table
IV, our clustering method generates the best results for S, DB
and CH (Calinski-Harabasz value). In R-Squared method,
Kmeans has the best values and in Homogeneity-Separation,
Complete-Linkage method is the best method.
Table V shows results from methods where input matrix is
Lin matrix. Results are the same as our similarity matrix.
TABLE IV.
S
DB
CH
R
Ho
Se

S
DB
CH
R
Ho
Se

Completea
0.3643
0.62724
9.73
0.9706
0.9058
1.5385

Singleb
0.5959
0.27205
8.839
0.97232
1.568
1.4878

Kmeans
0.26788
0.62383
6.465
0.98422
1.3182
1.5018

V.

Completea
0.16842
1.1428
3.1907
0.94131
0.99774
1.3488

Singleb
0.43257
0.43696
2.4486
0.94118
1.0925
1.3462

Kmeans
0.48167
0.35241
4.0128
0.98324
1.0803
1.3325

a. Hierarchical (Complete-Linkage), b. Hierarchical (Single-Linkage)

TABLE VI.
S
DB
CH
R
Ho
Se

CLUSTERING QUALITY USING MCS SIMILARITY MATIRX
Our Method
0.47321
0.3245
9.8123
0.99354
1.7319
1.2234

Completea
0.16526
3.8571
4.41
0.8928
0.93228
1.2663

Singleb
0.45346
0.50521
3.8791
0.92055
1.1497
1.2507

Kmeans
0.43397
0.3306
8.8119
0.98366
1.1606
1.2501

a. Hierarchical (Complete-Linkage), b. Hierarchical (Single-Linkage)

Kmeans
0.50126
0.45585
4.2765
0.9419
1.0846
1.3524

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a sentence similarity measurement and new
clustering method for creating FAQ lists were presented. Our
similarity method was given to common clustering methods
and showed better results in comparison with other similarity
matrices. Our proposed clustering method solved static number
of initial clusters and provided good results compared to other
common clustering methods.
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